SOME EMPIRICAL FINDINGS ON DIFFERENCES
BETwEEN EMS AND NON-EMS REGIMES:
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Allan H. Meltzer
there a method devised of such efficacy for
setting each country’s advantage at variance with its neighbors’ as
the international gold. standard... The part played by orthodox
economists
has been disastrous.... For when in their blind
struggle for an escape, some countries have thrown off the obligations which had previously rendered impossible an autonomous
rate of interest, these economists have taught that a restoration of
the former shackles is a necessary first step to a general recovery.
—John Maynard Kenyes (1936, p. 349)
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Introduction
Substitution of permanently fixed exchange rates for the gold standard brings Keynes’s statement up to date. Many economists, and
others, now advocate the establishment within the European Community (EC) of a monetary and economic union based on rigidly
fixed exchange rates, complete freedom of capital movements, and
the absence of barriers to trade and to the movement of goods and
labor across national boundaries.
The advantages of a system of permanently fixed exchange rates
with free capital movements are well known and, nowadays, often
repeated. Ifthe system is credible, then the costs of information and
transactions are reduced for international exchanges. Deficit finance
must be restricted (Brunner and Meltzer 1976), and country or
regional policies must necessarily be harmonized, at least to the
degree required by international capital movements that are
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Keynes’s statement warns, however, that the reduced variability
of real exchange rates may not add and may even reduce welfare.
Again, the reasons are well known. Changes in nominal exchange
rates facilitate adjustment, particularly when prices and nominal
values are slow to adjust. Further, the greater variability of real
exchange rates under fluictiiatin~rates may reflect the slii~ishadjust-

au countries wniie retaining some ot tne auvantages cuarnueu ior a
fixed rate system.
In practice, it was difficult to distinguish between permanent and
transitory shocks. Countries were not able to establish when
exchange rate changes were preferable to other types of adjustment,
and they compounded the problem by failing to agree on whether

ames aujust more quickly to tne common snocics. Ii 5flO~kSare irequent, then higher variability could contribute to welfare by avoiding
or reducing the risk of recessions. The long expansion of the 1980s
may be the result of the increased flexibility of real exchange rates
between major currencies under fluctuating rates.
~

types of comparison are used here to examine the variability

variables that would be reqnired by the monetary union that is now
proposed. Hence, the comparison between countries in the EMS and
countries with fluctuating exchange rates may be biased in favor of
the EMS.2 Nevertheless, members of the EMS are considered here
to have quasi-fixed exchange rates, since the largest part oftheir trade
is inter-country trade within the European Community subject to
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rates reauce variaoiiity or suostitute varianuuity oi real exenange rates
for other sources of variability, then variability should be lower in
the fluctuating exchange rate period than under Bretton Woods. Also,
countries in the EMS after 1975 should experience higher variability
of prices or real variables during the 1970s and 1980s than countries
outside the system of quasi-Jixed rates. If fluctuation in real exchange
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ity ot unemployment and interest rates. Austria, which pegs its currency to the German mark, also has a relatively variable unemployment rate. French real interest rates show lower variability than
other countries until 1985—88. A main reason for the change may be
France’s recent relaxation of exchange controls, credit controls, and
other restrictions. Many ofthe restrictions substitute for interest rate

countries than in the non-EMS countries tollowing the breakup ot
Bretton Woods. Restricting the fluctuating exchange rate period to
more recent data reverses the direction of change in variability but
does not affect the comparison between EMS and non-EMS countries; for the four measures observed, variability is lower on average
during the ~
exchange period than in the years of Bretton

Unanticipated shocks that temporarily change the price level, the
exchange rate, output, or other variables cannot be readily distinguished at the time of occurrence from persistent changes in the
level of these variables or persistent changes in their rates of change.
Additional observations are required before there is sufficient evidence about the duration of the change in level or rate of change.

results for the four countries considered. There are relatively large
differences in unanticipated variability of output, prices, and money
under the fixed and fluctuating rate regimes, but the changes are not
unidirectional. Data for Germany suggest that the variability ofprices
and output is lower under the fluctuating rate regime than under
Bretton Woods, but Canada shows the opposite pattern for prices and

arises from the absence of a standard. Fixed rates do not remain fixed,
and fixed exchange rate countries rely on credit controls, exchange
controls, and other distortions to avoid parity changes. Fluctuating
rate countries intervene to affect nominal values and also introduce
exchange controls and distortions to affect real exchange rates. Further, non-EMS countries include those that peg to a basket of curren-
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Germany and Japan than br JIMS member countries, Switzerland,
or Austria in 1983—89. The correlations of ~ and RULe for France
and Germany are similar to the correlations for Germany and Switzerland, while the correlations for Germany and Italy are similar to
those for Germany and Austria. Table 6 also shows that, frequent
devaluations notwithstanding, Italy’s RULe moves with Germany’s.
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on WY. Japan has the highest value of Var F based on wholesale
prices but a relatively low value of Var P based on unit labor costs.
On average, Var PULC for fluctuating rate countries is halfthe average
for EMS countries.
Table 9 shows rank correlation coefficients for the 17 countries.
The rank correlations suggest that Var R and Var N are positively
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tue excnange rate regime. inc citnerences netween tne countries
examined may reflect greater freedom to choose policies in non-EMS
countries, particularly in fluctuating rate countries. And the lower
variances hrnnd forthe EMS, on average, may reflect Germany’s role
in the EMS.
In Table 8, three of the five columns show that the variances
_1_

posed European system, exchange rates are to be fixed permanently
and capital will be freely mobile, but there is no rule for coordinating
policies ofindependent central banks. A European monetary authority, if agreed to, may choose different policies and achieve a different
rate of inflation than the Bundesbank.
Differences in policies and outcomes in EMS countries have been

rate of devaluation (Italy), the third largest average increase in unil
labor costs (the Netherlands), and the largest average reductior
(Spain). If Europe had been a currency bloc with no exchange con
trols, then these differences would have required larger and mor
frequent changes in exchange rates. Countries would have beer
forced to forego independent policy actions or to adjust exchang

principal Bretton Woodserror, generates avoidable uncertainty, and
increases the risk that the system will fail.

Conclusions, Limitations, and Suggestions
It seems obvious that transaction costs and the costs of acquiring

The same type of problem arises in the European Monetary System. It is a fact that the Bundesbank has followed a less-inflationary
policy than most of its neighbors, but it is uncertain whether that
policy will persist under different political and economic circumstances. A rule for monetary policy avoids reliance on Bundesbank
decisions to continue its policy rule and, if properly designed,

on ueuiuanu.

I tie uiionetary auuiorsuy WOUIU 1101 iiave auuioriiy to
change the quantity of ECUs in circulation except in response to
demand. It would purchase or sell ECUs against the currencies of
member countries, on demand, at fluctuating exchange rates.
Money-holders concerned about inflation, deflation, or devaluation would hold or use the ECU if it had a relatively stable domestic
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The series for stock prices and consumer prices are given as index
numbers. The OECD used three base dates in Main Economic Indicators (MEl): 1975, 1980, and 1985. We adjusted to a constant base
year, 1985.
Inflation was determined as the log difference between consecutive values of the CPI, except for Japan, where the absence of a
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